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ABSTRACT

First of all, by asking forgiveness from Allah SWT, here I try to reveal the signs of the greatness of 
Allah SWT regarding how Prophet Sulaiman ordered the jin and satan to work based on photons, 
quarks and the molecular structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). 

In the Qur'an found several verses that are the key to unlocking the secret of Allah's secret about 
how Prophet Sulaiman ordered the jin and the satan to work, namely the verses: 

"The jin made for Sulaiman what he wanted from tall buildings and statues and plates (big) like a
pool and a fixed pot (on the stove). Work O family of David to give thanks (to Allah). ) And very 
few of My servants are grateful. (Saba': 34:13) 

"...And some of the jin there are those who work before him (under his authority) with the 
permission of his Lord. And whoever among them deviates from Our command, We feel for him 
the punishment of a blazing fire of hell. (Saba': 34: 12) 

"And We have subdued (also to Sulaiman) a group of devils who dive (into the sea) for him and 
do work other than that, and We are taking care of them, (Al Anbiyaa ': 21: 82) 

In an effort to open the veil about how Prophet Sulaiman ordered the jin and devils to work, I based 
on photons, quarks and deoxyribonucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid or the molecular structure 
of nucleic acids. 

HYPOTHESIS 

Here I propose the hypothesis that jin and satan are the same species as humans whose bodies are 
made up of oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, nitrogen atoms and carbon atoms when viewed from 
the point of view of photons, quarks and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) 

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA) 

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that forms a double helix and 
which contains polynucleotide macromolecules that are arranged repeatedly from nucleotide 
polymers. This nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5 carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. 
The nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine (A), Cytocine (C) and Thymine (T). Guanine (G) 
is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. 

Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) contains 4 
carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) contains 5 
carbon atoms, 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 1 
phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms, 2
oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms. 

PHOTON

Photons are elementary particles of the boson type and carriers of electromagnetic interactions. 



QUARK

To find out quarks, we consider one of the hydrogen atoms that are the building blocks of the 
human body, animals, plants and fruits and inanimate objects. Then we open the body of the 
hydrogen atom, we will find one electron and one proton nucleus. Then if this proton is split, then 
we will find two up quarks and one down quark. Where these three quarks are combined with 
gluons. 

JIN AND SATAN CAN BE CONTROLLED 

Let's be together to uncover the secret behind the verse: "...And some of the jin are working in front of
him...(Saba': 34:12) 

Well, it turns out that jin can be controlled to be told to do anything by humans. 

Likewise, we dismantle behind the verse: "... a group of satans who dive (into the sea) for him and do 
work other than that...” (Al Anbiyaa' : 21: 82) 

Now, it is increasingly being exposed where the devil can also be ordered to work as we humans 
want. 

Why can jin and satan be ordered to work by us? 

The answer is, 

Jin and Satan are included in the human type. 

Why? 

Because in the body of jin, devils and humans contain oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, nitrogen 
atoms and carbon atoms. 

HOW CAN WE MEET THE JIN 

Now we reveal the secret behind the verse: "And that there are some men among humans asking for 
protection from some men among the jin... (Al Jin: 72: 6) 

Well, actually the genie is everywhere living around us. 

Humans can meet the jin and cooperate with the jin. 

Also as stated by the jin "... verily among us there are those who are pious and among us there are 
(also) those who are not. It's that we take different paths. (Al Jin: 72:11) 

It turns out that now it is revealed that the genie is actually a human like us. We can't tell which one 
is a human and which one is a jin. 

HOW CAN WE MEET THE SATAN 

Let's unravel the secret behind the verse: "... a group of satans who dive (into the sea) for him and do 
work other than that, ... (Al Anbiyaa ': 21: 82) 

Well, it turns out that even here it is clearly seen that the devil is a human like us. Satan can be 



ordered to dive, build houses, make roads and be told to do anything. 

We humans cannot tell which one is human and which one is the satan, unless we look at their 
behavior. 

This means that here who is a human being who behaves outside the rules that have been 
determined by Allah and by the regulations that apply in each country, then that is the behavior 
made by Satan. 

We ourselves can be called satan if we behave outside the rules that have been determined by Allah 
and by the regulations that apply in every country, where we live and live. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the description above, we can conclude that the secret behind the verse: "...And some of 
the jin are working in front of him...(Saba': 34:12) 

Well, it turns out that jin can be controlled to be told to do anything by humans. 

Likewise, we dismantle behind the verse: "... a group of satans who dive (into the sea) for him and do 
work other than that...” (Al Anbiyaa' : 21: 82) 

Now, it is increasingly being exposed where the devil can also be ordered to work as we humans 
want. 

Why can jin and satan be ordered to work by us? 

The answer is, 

Jin and Satan are included in the human type. 

Why? 

Because in the body of jin, devils and humans contain oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, nitrogen 
atoms and carbon atoms. 

Now we reveal the secret behind the verse: "And that there are some men among humans asking for 
protection from some men among the jin... (Al Jin: 72: 6) 

Well, actually the genie is everywhere living around us. 

Humans can meet the jin and cooperate with the jin. 

Also as stated by the jin "... verily among us there are those who are pious and among us there are 
(also) those who are not. It's that we take different paths. (Al Jin: 72:11) 

It turns out that now it is revealed that the genie is actually a human like us. We can't tell which one 
is a human and which one is a jin. 

Let's unravel the secret behind the verse: "... a group of satans who dive (into the sea) for him and do 
work other than that, ... (Al Anbiyaa ': 21: 82) 



Well, it turns out that even here it is clearly seen that the devil is a human like us. Satan can be 
ordered to dive, build houses, make roads and be told to do anything. 

We humans cannot tell which one is human and which one is the satan, unless we look at their 
behavior. 

This means that here who is a human being who behaves outside the rules that have been 
determined by Allah and by the regulations that apply in each country, then that is the behavior 
made by Satan. 

We ourselves can be called satan if we behave outside the rules that have been determined by Allah 
and by the regulations that apply in every country, where we live and live. 
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